
Create innovative, eye-catching 
embellishments that are both 
affordable for short runs and 
profitable for you. 

Producing special effects with metallic media 
and digital printing is easier than you think  
Your clients count on you to provide innovative new ways to capture the attention and imagination of their customers.  
By leveraging Ricoh's 5th Color Station and the right software, expanding your offerings to include stunning output on  
metallic media is easy, cost-effective and opens the door to new opportunities for your printing business.   

Look to Ricoh for a turnkey approach
Offering enhanced digital print doesn't have to be complicated. A combination of the right hardware, software and media 
makes creating a range of high-value print items, including cards, invitations and direct mail, a seamless process for you and 
your press operators. Simulate metallic ink printing at a fraction of the cost of metallic inks, and use white toner to enable 
new colors and treatments to make prints even more powerful without post-treatment or coatings. Ricoh has everything you 
need to get started. 

The RICOH Pro C7210X Series Graphic Arts Edition Sheet-fed Digital Presses with 5th Color Station deliver exceptional image 
and color quality to make every print a memorable one. Utilizing white toner and Color-Logic™ software when printing on 
metallic media, an extended palette of colors and embellishments can be created without complicated workflows. In fact, 
since white can be laid down before CMYK on this printer, dramatic output like that pictured above can be completed in a 
single pass. Before printing, use the Color-Logic FX-Viewer™ software to view your PDF print file in three dimensions to virtually 
proof output and experience how the printed piece will interact with light. To dazzle customers and sell more work, simply use 
Color-Logic software and your RICOH Pro C7210X to create a sample swatchbook that shows the range of colors and effects 
you can create on specific substrates. Your Ricoh representative can help you identify great applications to get started with. 

Elevate 
designs with 
metallic 
media and 
white toner



Ricoh offers an end-to-end solution.

Hardware: 
The RICOH Pro C7210X Series Graphic Arts Edition  
Sheet-fed Digital Presses featuring Ricoh’s 5th Color Station 
provides fast, high-quality output across a broad range of 
media up to 360 gsm, including metallics, synthetics, heavy 
stocks, linens and more. 

Software: 
Color-Logic Design Suite™ – The Color Palettes and Plug-ins 
are compatible with Adobe Design Suite, versions CS6 
upwards, on both Mac and Windows platforms.

Finishing:
Choose the right option to complete the jobs in your most 
common workflows from Ricoh's portfolio of finishing 
solutions for binding, cutting, folding and more.

Engage Ricoh to install, deploy and provide training 
on this complete solution to further ensure your 
success at every stage. 

Key benefits:
• Increase the visual appeal and perceived value of 

a range of printed items to command premium 
pricing for your work

• Set yourself apart from other print providers by 
offering a unique, affordable application

• Create a seamless workflow that's easy to learn 
and start producing work faster

• Promote your capabilities by easily producing 
swatchbooks that give your customers a choice of 
effects and confidence in the outcome 

• Use the preview application to show customers 
how their design will look

• Reduce design and production time to offer faster 
turnarounds and land more jobs

Color-Logic plug-in tool for 
Adobe Illustrator®, Photoshop®, InDesign®

1. Design 2.  Preview & Export 3. Print

RICOH Pro C7210X Series

For more information and to see samples contact your local sales representative or visit Ricoh-USA.com
Ricoh is empowering digital workplaces using innovative technologies and services enabling individuals to work smarter. For more than 80 
years, Ricoh has been driving innovation and is a leading provider of document management solutions, IT services, commercial and industrial 
printing, digital cameras and industrial systems.
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CYMK + White

Color Communication with client
(Color-Logic color chart / swatchbook)

Color Palette
(Adobe plug-in)

Visualize the metallic effect
*Mac only


